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Position Description 

 
 
GENERAL DUTIES 
Plans and organizes the daily and long-term activities of the gallery. Provides leadership in the 
presentation, research, and display of contemporary American art consistent with the mission of 
the College and Freedman Gallery. Collaboratively creates and implements an exciting exhibition 
program to engage the campus and extended community. With the Director, Center for the Arts, 
and other staff, plans and implements educational programs and marketing/PR efforts, plans and 
monitors budgets, writes grants and cultivates donors. Responsibilities include contract 
negotiation, staff and student supervision, research and writing for catalogs and exhibit didactics, 
and exhibit design and installation. Serves as the registrar and collections manager, maintaining all 
hard copy and digital records related to exhibitions and collections, conducting routine inventories, 
making arrangements to ship, pack, document, and prepare all loans of incoming/outgoing 
artwork, and providing general care and recommendations for conservation needs of collection. 
 
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS 
1. Works with the CFA director, the Visual Arts Committee, and other faculty and staff to develop 

an annual exhibition schedule and curate exhibitions that engage the campus and community. 
2. Works with the CFA director to produce appropriate publications in conjunction with 

exhibitions and ensure that exhibitions are marketed to target audiences and research is 
documented; researches and writes essays or oversees the outsourcing of such for catalogs. 

3. Oversees and helps to install/de-installs exhibits, and ensures the general physical ongoing 
operations of exhibits. 

4. Coordinates openings and related programs for exhibitions in conjunction with the CFA director 
and appropriate faculty/staff/volunteers. 

5. Works with the CFA Director to prepare and monitor annual budget for gallery operations, 
write grants, and cultivate donors. 

6. Acts as liaison with the local arts community and promotes College/community relations. 
7. Supervises and schedules student gallery attendants, interns, and other staff/volunteers as 

directed. 
8. Arranges transportation and inspects loaned artwork upon receipt, completing condition 

reports. 
9. Provides basic collections care, working with the CFA’s Administrative Assistant to make sure 

that an annual inventory is completed and that paperwork for loans, condition reports and 
digital images are uploaded to the database. 

10. Negotiate contracts for exhibitions and loans. 
11. Maintains all hard copy records related to exhibitions and collections, including condition 

reports, loan agreements, deeds of gift, bills of sale, exhibit contracts, etc. 
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12. Maintains the digital database (Past Perfect) and works to provide continuity for records in 
external databases such as ArtStor and Shared Shelf. 

13. Makes shipping arrangements; packs and repacks loans, providing condition reports and 
photographic documentation 

14. Performs a variety of related functions as assigned. 
 
OTHER ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS 
1. Demonstrates ability to look for inefficiencies and offers suggestions to improve work processes 

and procedures; 
2. Attends professional conferences and conducts site visits to artists’ studios, museums, galleries, 

biennial exhibitions to keep current with skills and trends; 
3. Maintains open communication channels to foster a harmonious working environment; 
4. Assists on special projects within the CFA and College as needed and as time allows; 
5. Other duties that may be assigned. 
 
PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
The physical demands described below are representative of those that must be met by an 
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations 
may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to use hands to handle, 
or feel; reach with hands and arms; and talk or hear. The employee is occasionally required to 
stand; walk; sit; climb or balance; stoop, kneel, occasionally crouch, or crawl. The employee must 
frequently lift and/or move up to 10 pounds, and occasionally up to 50 pounds. Specific vision 
abilities required by this job include close vision, peripheral vision, and ability to adjust focus. 
 

OCCASIONALLY-0-35% OF 
TIME 

FREQUENTLY-36-74% OF TIME CONSTANTLY-75% OF TIME 

Stand Sit  

Walk Lift/Carry/Push/Pull 0-10 lbs.  

Drive   

Reach   

Bend   

Climb   

Crawl   

Squat   

Lift/Carry/Push/Pull 11-50 
lbs. 

  

 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
1. Administrative, with focus on research, writing, teaching, planning and exhibit installation; 
2. Seasonal displays may include filing, cleaning and organizing art storage, and cleaning outdoor 

sculpture with exposure to solvents; 
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3. Some College events are held outdoors, which are subject to various weather conditions (heat, 
cold, wind, rain, snow). 

 
QUALIFICATIONS / PREREQUISITES 
 
1.  COMMUNICATION 

a. Ability to effectively communicate with various constituents of the College, students, 
faculty, staff, administrators and co-workers using strong and understandable language 
skills verbally, in reading, written work and comprehension; 

b. Communication must be professional, consistent with College values, mission and culture; 
c. Must be able to read, speak, write, and fully communicate professionally in English. 

 
2.  SKILLS 

a. Broad, deep, sophisticated knowledge of art, specifically American contemporary art 
b. Ability to read, analyze, and interpret directives and instructions; 
c. Ability to acquire working knowledge of College policies and procedures; 
d. Ability to work honestly and with integrity; 
e. Ability to work with the highest level of confidentiality; 
f. Strong and demonstrated proficiency in MS Office applications (i.e.: Wordl, Outlook, Office 

365, PowerPoint, etc.) with Past Perfect collection database management desirable; 
g. Excellent attention to detail, and high data entry accuracy; 
h. Strong organizational skills; 
i. Ability to represent the department and College professionally; 
j. Strong interpersonal skills; 
k. Strong phone etiquette skills. 
l. Enthusiastic advocate of the visual arts 
m. Strong leadership, management, and organizational skills 
n. Demonstrated written and verbal communication skills 
o. Ability to work in changing environment and successfully handle multiple tasks 
p. Self-starter with the ability to meet deadlines 
q. Dedication to creating/sustaining an inclusive, diverse, multicultural environment 
r. Exceptional customer service skills 
s. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships 
t. Sense of humor 

 
3.  EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 

a. 2+ years’ curatorial/gallery management experience required with demonstrated ability to 
plan, organize and install exhibitions; experience working with collections management 
software preferred; track record of scholarly published works/catalogs preferred. 

 
4.  EDUCATION 

a. MFA or MA in art history, museum studies, curatorial studies or related discipline required.  
 
5.  ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
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a. Current/valid driver’s license 
 

This job description is intended to describe the general nature and level of work performed by 
people assigned to this classification. It reflects management’s assignment of essential functions; it 
does not prescribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned.   
 
  
Incumbent      Date 
 
  
Supervisor      Date 
 
  
Vice President      Date 
 
  
Classification Analyst     Date 
 


